AC Ryan VEOLO combines the most demanded functions to provide a complete digital home entertainment device like never seen before - apps, internet and a media streamer all on your TV. VEOLO is based on the market-leading Android 2.2 Froyo platform, bringing an enhanced experience for apps on a TV, including casual games and social media. The built-in web browser and Java support allow you to view your favourite Flash websites and stream videos from the comfort of your sofa. Stream your library of music, movies and photos in Full HD with Gigabit 1000Mbps wired LAN. VEOLO also includes built-in wireless 802.11 b/g/n LAN. The ARM Cortex-A9 1GHz processor and onboard 512MB DDR3 ensures VEOLO operates at lightning-fast speeds.

AC Ryan includes a 3-in-1 Remote Control as standard with VEOLO, making VEOLO a premium product with maximum features and unrivalled user experience. All the functionality of a keyboard & mouse, wireless motion controller and standard remote control, packed into one stylish, uncluttered remote control.

**Features**

- Internet TV web browser with HTML5, Adobe Flash & Chrome V8
- JavaScript support
- Apps and Widgets via AndroidPIT
- Full HD Network Media Streamer, with the most format support
- VEOLO 3-in-1 Remote Control, including QWERTY keyboard and wireless pointer
- Gigabit 10/100/1000Mbps wired LAN and Built-in wireless 802.11 b/g/n
- 2 Year Warranty

The Playon!HD 2 is the next generation of network media player, taking your digital entertainment to the next level. Store all your media files centrally and securely in the built-in eco friendly, low noise, low power consumption HDD and enjoy them directly in the comfort of your living room. Enjoy more interaction with friends through Facebook, Twitter, MSN and Skype. Stream the world into your living room with the WePlayon! portal, for the best online content. The unique and intuitive Playon! GUI2.0 allows users to navigate through all the exceptional features with ease. The Playon!HD 2 is the first Full HD Network Media Player to feature Realtek’s latest processor. Enjoy the pure performance of Gigabit Wired Networking for the very best in media streaming. Wireless networking is also supported with optional Wireless-N via an external adapter. The Playon!HD 2 includes a USB 3.0 port, supporting the fastest transfer speeds to load all your PC media onto the Playon!HD 2.

**Features**

- More format support - supports BD-ISO and DVD IFO/ISO
- Engage Social Media - Facebook, Twitter, MSN, Skype
- Gigabit wired networking - for performance streaming
- Unique user interface - Playon! GUI2.0
- USB 3.0 connection - faster transfer speeds
- Ez Drive slot - easy hard drive insertion
- Smart content management - auto file indexing
- 2 Year Warranty